Precise Forms “Pour Ready Process” for new aluminum forms.

Are your new aluminum forms ready to pour?

Let Precise Forms factory treat your new forms to minimize the concrete chemical reaction in the initial concrete pours.

- Minimize unsightly oxidation “worming” left on the surface from the reaction of an initial pour.
- Minimizes concrete form sticking on initial pours when used with a quality reactive form release agent.
- Pour Ready Process treats the entire form not just the face of the form.

“

The Pour Ready Process worked really well, no reaction or discoloration. I will have it done on all future orders.”

Tim Wagner
Nies Foundations, Inc.

- Equipment comes to the job site ready to pour.
- Eliminate the cost of your labor to prepare the forms by your crew members. Slurry mixes of lime or cement done at your yard only work in the correct temperature conditions and have limited results. Lime can cause burns to unprotected skin.

- Precise Pour Ready Process is only done on new aluminum forms at the factory.

Precise Forms, Inc.
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www.preciseforms.com

Made in the U.S.A.